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Background
• Second largest equity market, fast-growing economy, and high demand for
listing.
• IPO regulations strikingly different from a registration-and-disclosure
system. IPOs are strictly rationed
– China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), a functional
ministry of the central government, decides which, and how many,
companies can obtain public funding through an IPO listing
– Bright-line requirements on: Revenue and Earnings etc.
– As of the end of October 2016, 806 companies meeting China’s prespecified listing standards are awaiting processing by the CSRC
• The alternative way to go public: Reverse mergers.

Key Research Questions and Findings
1. How do China’s IPO policies impact the “functional efficiency” of its equity

market?
– Use the “shell value” that unlisted firms pay in reverse mergers as a
“shadow price” for the cost of accessing China’s public market
– Realized shell value is 3~4 billion RMB, about 2/3 of the median
market capitalization.
2. How are the prices and returns of listed firms affected?
– Compute an Expected Shell Value to Market (ESV) measure for each
firm-year
– High ESV leads to high return, and risk-adjusted shell premium is
about 6% per year.
– The shell premium significantly responds to the regulatory shocks of
CSRC.
– The shell premium eliminates the large size premium in China.
3. Additional Implications of ESV and IPO Regulation
– Evidence on the private benefits of control in China (MARs)
– Sensitivity of firm prices to corporate earnings

The RM Process

Data and Sample
Data and Sample
CSMAR: Financial and Market Data (2007 to 2016)
THS (Tong Hua Shun): for RM sample (cross-checked to WIND)
THS collects this sample by applying
the CSRC definition of a RM
transaction:
• Control right changed, and
• Transaction value > BV of shell
firm prior to deal
We impose further requirements to
focus on “single transaction” RMs
with sufficient data for estimating
shell values.

IPO vs. RM
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Shell Value Calculation
SV = (MVCE x SFS) - OC
Where,

?

MVCE = Market value of combined entity (see next page)
SFS

= Shell firm owners’ eventual %share in combined entity

OC

= Other considerations transferred to the combined entity
= C + V + W - (P’ x TS)
Cash

Assets

Shares (at preset price, P’)

Shell Value Calculation
SV = (MVCE x SFS) - OC
How should we estimate MVCE?

Conceptually, want the timing to be as close to the
consummation of the RM as possible. Prefer an estimate
that is available immediately once trading resumes. But
the initial price reaction still contains some uncertainty
regarding the eventual completion of the deal.

SV1, based on MVCE1 = PE_Pre x E + W
SV2, based on MVCE2 = PE_Ind x E + W
SV3, based on MVCE3 = P_Day1 x (S + ∆S)

Use the projected year t+1 earnings of the
unlisted firm (E), multiplied by a “peerbased P/E ratio.” This ratio is computed
using either the self-identified peer firms
from the prelim proposal (PE_Pre) or a set
of all firms in the same CSRC industry
(PE_Ind).
Base MVCE on market capitalization of
the firm after the “initial day” market
reaction (note: this is likely to be
conservative, as it was not known at the
time whether the RM will eventually be
completed)

Shell Value: Summary Stats for Key Inputs

Table 2. Shell Value
Average Forex rate during
this period is 6.75 RMB per
USD. So SV in USD is:
Mean

Median

SV1

$655M

$465M

SV2

$502M

$407M

SV3

$430M

$341M

These shell values represent
anywhere from 56% to 92%
of the median market
capitalization of the listed
firms at the time of each RM

Figure 2. Shell Value over Time
The prevailing shell value, based on average realized SV in quarter t-1 (or past 2 qtrs)

We can now
create a marketwide index of the
average
“prevailing” shell
value for each
quarter over our
sample period
(2007 to 2016)

Figure 2. Shell Value over Time
The prevailing shell value, based on average realized SV in quarter t-1 (or past 2 qtrs)

Same graph with
the shell values
deflated by the
median market
capitalization at
each point in time
Most of the time,
the shell value
falls between 40%
& 80% of the
median market
cap

Table 3. Shell Firm Characteristics

Shell targets typically are:

√
√
√
√

• Small (market cap) firms
• Lower profits
• ST Status (two consecutive
years of losses and trading
under restrictions)
• Lower ShrCon (ownership
less concentrated in top ten
shareholders)
• Higher Lev
• Lower cash holdings
• Lower CFO

An Aside: Shell Acquirer Characteristics (Online
Appendix)
In the Online Appendix, we conduct a more detailed analysis of
Shell Acquirers (some of these results are not yet tabulated)
• Main finding is that these are healthy, profitable, growing firms
at the time of the RM. They have higher growth trajectories
and profits
• Compared to IPOs
• Compared to other similar sized firms in same industry
• Their subsequent performance, both operating and in terms of
stock returns, are also strong.

Bottom Line: The firms that pay to acquire shells are
solid, robust, growth firms (eager to access capital)

Table 4. Pooled Regression to Estimate Probability of Becoming a Shell Target
• Four variables have predictive
power for the likelihood of
becoming a shell target in the
next 12 months.

• We then use the estimated
coefficients on these four
variables in 5-year rolling
regressions to develop an ex ante
estimated shell probability (ESP)
score for each firm-year obs.
• ESP = f (Rsize, Profit, ST,
ShrCon)

Table 5. Fama-MacBeth
regressions of month t+1
excess returns on ESV and
controls
• ESVi = (ESPi * Avg_SV2)/MVi
• Main Findings:
• Log(ME), ret01, and Turnover
have strong predictive power
• But, ESV is incrementally
predictive of returns even after
controlling for these and other
“anomaly variables”
• High ESV firms earn higher
returns than low ESV firms

Table 6. Monthly ESV
Decile Returns
• For each ESV decile, we report the
VW monthly
as well
• Sample
period excess
(5/2011return,
to 11/2016)
as the Alpha and Betas from a
regression on the FF 5-factor
model

•

• Top ESV firms earn 2.44% more per
month than bottom ESP firms (mostly
Main
fromFindings:
high ESV firms)

• Even after controlling for all five FF
factors, the hedged ESV portfolio earns
0.45% per month in abnormal returns

Table 8. Policy Shocks and Hedged ESV Portfolio Return

The difference in excess returns between highest and lowest ESV
portfolios around six policy Shock events in a 3-day window [-1,1]

If the return to
this portfolio
reflects
regulatory risk, it
should respond to
regulatory events

Shell Premium and Size Premium

• A puzzle:
• Enormous premium associated with small firms (Chen et al., 2015)
• The economic mechanism behind this large size effect is not clear.

• We provide a perspective:
• Small firms are more likely to be a shell, thus they have larger shell
premium.
• Size premium = real size premium + shell premium

Shell Premium and Size Premium
Table 9: Ten Size Portfolio Explained by 5 and 6 factors
Panel A: Under 5 factors
MKT
SMB
HML

group

alpha

1

0.722***

0.862***

0.956***

[2.68]

[22.22]

0.223*
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RMW

CMA

-0.233***

-0.084

0.636***

[8.65]

[-2.94]

[-0.42]

[6.66]

0.957***

-0.182**

0.182**

0.296**

0.212***

[1.93]

[77.37]

[-2.47]

[2.15]

[2.49]

[2.97]

0.500**

-0.095***

1.138***

-0.415***

-0.380**

0.425***

[2.62]

[-2.71]

[13.84]

[-3.67]

[-2.59]

[3.89]

RMW

CMA

SV

Panel B: Under 6 factors
SMB
HML

group

alpha

MKT

1

0.361*

0.934***

0.086

0.175**

0.110

0.031

0.808***

(1.91)

(41.95)

(0.94)

(2.49)

(1.15)

(0.24)

(12.90)

0.205*

0.960***

-0.224**

0.202**

0.306**

0.182**

0.040

(1.94)

(67.25)

(-2.07)

(2.50)

(2.64)

(2.29)

(0.69)

0.156

-0.026

0.310***

-0.027

-0.197**

-0.151

0.768***

(1.43)

(-1.20)

(4.35)

(-0.23)

(-2.28)

(-0.95)

(14.80)
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Table 10. ESV and Future
Major Asset Restructurings
(MARs)
• Given the high SV, why don’t we
see more RM transactions?
Given the high SV,
why don’t(Few
we see
•• Demand-size
constraint?
more RM transactions?
firms can afford the price?)…
more likely a supply-size issue
(few listed firms willing to
surrender control)

• We use CSRC filings on Major
Asset Restructurings (MARs) to
test this latter conjecture
• Estimate a logit regression of the
probability a listed firm will
under take a MAR in next 12
months

High-ESV firms are
more likely to
undertake a future
MAR

Figure 4. Frequency of Future Major Asset
Restructurings (MARs) by ESV Decile
Almost one in
five firms in
the top ESV
decile will
undertake a
MAR within
the next 12
months!

Table 11. ESV and the
Relation Between Price and
Earnings
• High ESV firms should be
trading primarily on their shell
value, and not on their corporate
profits
• Thus we should expect a
decreased price sensitivity to
earnings among high ESV firms
• We examine this proposition by
estimating the following FamaMacBeth regression:
• B/M = f(ROA, ROA*Ind), where
Ind is an indicator variable based
on a firm’s relative ESV ranking

• Expect coefficient on ROA to be
negative
• Expect coefficient on High33xROA and
Med33xROA to be positive

Summary
• China’s IPO policies dramatically impact the “functional efficiency” of its
equity market.
– The cost of accessing public equity market is extremely high.
– Good firms are prevented from listing
– Bad firms are “prevented” from sunsetting.

• These regulations impacts the prices and returns of listed firms.
– Listed firms are trading at artificially high PE multiples.
– The valuation are vulnerable to the change of the regulations.
– Returns of small firms are driven by a proxy for regulatory risk (SV factor).

Summary
• Regulations serve a purpose.
– The government explicitly suggests that the stock market mainly serves to raise capital
for enterprises by tapping domestic savings and for the purpose of reforming inefficient
state-owned enterprises
– Pistor and Xu (2005) and Du and Xu (2009): Administrative governance can substitute
for formal legal governance including the absence of a functioning and effective court
system, the lack of an independent judicial system and weak law enforcement.

• Weigh the benefits against its costs. The cost seems quite large.
– Djankov, La Porta, Lopez-de Silanes, and Shleifer (2002): Countries with heavier
regulation of entry have higher corruption and larger unofficial economies, but not
better quality of public or private goods.
– Klapper, Laeven, and Rajan (2006): screen out small young firms and mute the
disciplinary effects of competition. No incentive to improve

• Limiting the access to public equity markets is inefficient. Improve
enforcement of insider trading laws, increase corporate transparency and
quality of disclosure.

Thank you!

